
Job Commentary

Job is one of the wisdom books of the Bible; in the Hebrew 
Scriptures it is included in the “Writings” section (ketuvim). It is the 
closest book in the Bible to an ancient play. We are initially 
introduced to Job – a wealthy and righteous individual who would 
have enjoyed a very high standing in his society. The drama is set up 
when readers are made privy to an exchange in the heavenly court 
between the court accuser (Ha Satan in Hebrew) and the LORD – the 
high judge of the court. After accusing Job, Satan incites the LORD to 
allow him to wreak destruction upon all of Job’s external signs of 
success, including his wealth, his progeny, and even his physical 
health, stripping him down to a lonely man knowing only pain and 
suffering. This puts the reader in the place of an omniscient viewer 
who then observes an interchange between the unknowledgeable 
Job and other characters as they wrestle with the meaning of Job’s 
calamity, while the reader knows all along what lies behind the 
scenario.

However, as human observers, we are never made privy to why 
the LORD allowed Job’s calamities to occur, especially when he 
made it clear that Job was someone in whom he was delighted (see 
1:8). This knowledge serves as a backdrop to the accusations that 
three “friends” constantly level against Job, as according to their 
(incorrect) knowledge of God, Job must have committed a sin worthy 
of the punishment he was bearing since this is the only way God’s 
justice can logically work out. It is within this interchange of ideas that 
the reader is challenged to consider questions of God’s justice and 
faithfulness, especially in light of the intense suffering that he 
sometimes calls us to endure, while struggling to maintain our trust in 
him.

This drama finds a somewhat satisfactory resolution near the end 
of Job’s final response to the LORD in 42:6. This passage is usually 
translated “and I repent in dust and ashes.” However, the Hebrew 
may be better rendered “and I turn from dust and ashes.” The point 
being that, although Job realized that he could never “legally” defend 
himself before the LORD based on his actions since any human 



action is petty compared to the Lord’s abilities, he realized that the 
LORD had accepted him based upon the fact that the LORD had 
simply extended a grace to him. It was with this knowledge that he 
realized his future was not the death (dust and ashes) he was 
expecting, so he turned from that future, and was then rewarded with 
a priestly standing before the LORD (42:8-9), and a two-fold increase 
from his previous status.

A passage in Job (19:25-27) has often been looked to as a text 
that defends the idea of fleshly resurrection. However, the rendering 
“in my flesh” in verse 26 is suspicious; the more natural rendering 
with the “min” preposition would be “apart from my flesh,” which 
makes sense of the passage since Job had just said his skin would 
be peeled off. The normal rendering would have Job in his flesh and 
his flesh destroyed in the same thought. Also, the context of this 
passage is that Job, during a moment of deep bitterness, was looking 
to the LORD as the redeemer who would come and vindicate him by 
destroying his enemies even if he should die. But in the larger context 
of the story, the LORD does not destroy Job’s detractors, but rather 
appoints him as a priest who prays for their salvation. In this context 
then, Job is a type of Christ who will eventually suffer real death at 
the hands of his enemies, yet pray for their forgiveness.


